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ABSTRACT Efficient communications are of paramount importance to improve public safety (PS) opera-
tions allowing better coordination, higher situation awareness, lower response times, and higher efficiency
during emergency. Consequently, the evolution of PS communication networks toward commercial broad-
band networks is widely well accepted. However, this evolution has to cope with several challenges, such as
the provision of sufficient communication capacity, coverage, and resilience as well as deployment costs and
efficient exploitation of radio resources. This has triggered the need of new architectural solutions. In this
paper, we propose a heterogeneous network communication architecture where both infrastructures and
spectrum are shared between PS and commercial operators thus reducing deployment costs and times, and
addressing the main challenges of PS communications. The shared radio access network (RAN) is managed
by means of network slicing and resources virtualization. The proposed architecture is based on a three-
tier scheduler that allows to manage different network layers and different RAN slices. Numerical results
derived by means computer simulations are provided in order to highlight the efficiency and flexibility of
the proposed architecture in comparison with benchmark alternatives.

INDEX TERMS Public safety, network architecture, scheduling, RAN slicing, heterogeneous networks,
spectrum sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that efficient and reliable commu-
nications are essential in any activity related to a Public
Safety (PS) situation. The capability of PS operators to com-
municate each other and share critical information using a
wide range of data-centric services, gives better situational
awareness and quicker response time, and speeds up the
emergency management. Current PS communication net-
works, such as terrestrial trunked radio (TETRA), TETRA for
police (TETRAPOL), or Association of Public-Safety Com-
munications Officials-Project 25 (APCO P25), have been
designed to provide a rich set of voice-oriented services,
advanced security features and specific functionalities, but
the support of advanced high data rate services is still lag-
ging behind that provided by broadband commercial mobile
networks. As a consequence, there is an increasing interest
of governments, PS operators and research communities in
improving the capabilities of PS communication systems.
The envisaged solution is to provide optimized and reliable

services for professional users by exploiting new technolo-
gies such as LTE (Long Term Evolution) and its foreseen
5G successor [1]. The use of a common technology for both
commercial and PS communications enables synergies and
offers new opportunities. In addition, PS operators can always
benefit from an up-to-date communication system thus avoid-
ing new technological gaps. Nevertheless, this evolutionary
trend needs to take into account some issues. In particular,
commercial networks have not been designed to guarantee
all the essential attributes of PS communications. These need
resilient and largely available infrastructures, able to pro-
vide a number of primary features for the connection of
groups of people. In particular, PS networks must be able
to establish quick and reliable individual and group voice
calls, use prioritisation and pre-emption mechanisms for
congestion and emergency management. Furthermore, they
have to enable direct mode operation between terminals and
guarantee communication security through high-level voice
encryption.
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Since Release 12 the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) is working to incorporate all essential PS
attributes in LTE standard in order to emulate current PS
systems. In particular, LTE Release 12 has mainly focused
on proximity services (ProSe), mission critical push-to-
talk (MCPTT) and group communications [2], [3] that have
been improved in Release 13 together with the introduction
of other enhanced services such as relay communications
and isolated Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Net-
work (E-UTRAN) operations (i.e., a base station -BS- operat-
ing without backhaul connections). In addition to these basic
services and functionalities, PS networks must be reliable,
resilient and always available. Hence, future PS networks
have to face with other major challenges related to network
coverage, network congestion, ubiquitous connectivity and
resource availability that require advanced technical and
architectural solutions.

This paper proposes a new communication architecture
based on the integration of a shared radio access net-
work (RAN) with a dedicated one, thus limiting costs and
time of network deployment while guaranteeing PS require-
ments. The shared RAN ismanaged bymeans network slicing
and resource virtualization. In particular, a three-tier resource
scheduler is proposed in order to have an efficient manage-
ment of the radio resources in both segments of RAN.

The paper is organized as follows. After a review of the
related literature presented in Sect. II, a brief description
of the major challenges that PS networks have to face with
is provided in Sect. III. Then the proposed architecture is
described in Sect. IV with a focus on RAN slicing and radio
resource management, and its performance is evaluated in
Sect.V. Finally conclusions are drawn in Sect.VI.

II. RELATED LITERATURE
PS communication networks demand high quality services
with continuity, timeliness and reliability as these services
are related to safety-critical operations with high risk of loss.
Moreover, PS networks must accomodate the data traffic
peak that occurs in case of an emergency. With the aim to
meet all these constraints different architectural and techno-
logical solutions have been recently proposed [4].
Device-to-Device (D2D), also known as ProSe, is consid-

ered a key technology to offload traffic from the network,
to extend the coverage and to allow communications even
when the network infrastructure is unavailable [2]. With the
goal of integratingWireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in a PS
communication system, Usman et al. [5] propose a software
defined network (SDN) architecture supporting hierarchical
D2D communications. A centralized SDN controller commu-
nicates with the mobile-cloud-heads thus reducing the num-
ber of LTE communication links and the energy consumption.
Similarly, in [6] the performance of a PS network architecture
based on D2D and relay-assisted transmissions, is evaluated
in terms of capacity and power saving.

Network capacity and coverage can be improved by using
small cells to create multiple access layers according to the

Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) paradigm. Small cells
can be placed in critical areas where additional capacity is
required by PS operators or can be temporarily deployed
where the network infrastructure is completely or partially
destroyed. For example, in [7], the coverage offered by
the regular LTE network is enhanced by using temporary
cognitive femto cells and suitable interference management
strategies. Similarly, small cells are opportunistically
deployed in order to provide dedicated access to PS users in
critical areas in [8]. These small cells share resources with
macrocells that provide basic network coverage. Also the
use of moving cells is gaining great interest. In [9] network
mobility is presented as a means to meet PS communication
requirements in an isolated E-UTRAN operation. Likwise,
the performance of out-of-coverage in terms of throughput
is evaluated in [10] when mobile cells are used. A mobile
BS-based architecture able to adapt to the traffic demand is
proposed in [11]. The PS network is composed by sparsely
placed BSs (in fixed positions) for supporting light traffic,
and a set of mobile BSs deployed ad-hoc in emergency
areas. Terrestrial communication infrastructure can be also
complemented with small cells from the sky. Unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) can be equipped with communication
hardware and sent to suitable positions in the emergency area
to augment the operation of PS networks. In [12] a network
architecture exploiting UAV is proposed, and the throughput
gain obtained by exploiting the mobility feature of UAVs is
analysed.

Another important issue, widely investigated in the liter-
ature, is related to the lack of dedicated wideband spectrum
for PS networks that significantly limits the provision of high
data rate services. In reference to this, spectrum sharing has
emerged as a potential solution [13], [14] when managed
and supported by suitable algorithms and radio architec-
tures. [15], [16] present algorithms to suitably allocate radio
resources to commercial and PS User Equipments (UEs)
belonging to the same RAN. The algorithms are based on
priority [15] and network pricing and call admission con-
trol [16] policies to guarantee the required quality of service
to each class of UE and service. Differently, in [17] two
RANs are available for PS and commercial UEs (C-UEs),
however, PS-UEs can also access to the commercial RAN,
and their traffic is redirected by the core network. Moreover,
in addition to a dedicated bandwidth, PS communications
can be allocated also in the shared commercial bandwidth
portion in case of emergency, and served with the highest
priority resorting to LTE retention priority mechanism. The
lack of radio resources during emergency situations can be
also solved by means cognitive radio approaches as outlined
in [18] and [19].

Differently from previous works, this paper proposes a
new architecture that merges HetNet and spectrum sharing
paradigms. Dedicated small cells integrate the basic com-
mercial RAN in order to improve PS network converge and
capacity, where and when needed. Dedicated small cells and
cells of basic commercial network share radio resources.
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This two-component-RAN is managed by means suitable
resource managers and introducing RAN slicing concept to
achieve spectrum efficiency and at the same time to address
PS networks challenges.

III. MAJOR CHALLENGES IN FUTURE PS NETWORKS
The increasing demand of data-centric services from PS users
joint with the need of reducing the technological gap with the
commercial world, are making current PS paradigms based
on dedicated infrastructures, spectrum and technology not
longer suitable for future networks. This has led a general
consensus toward a unique technology for PS and commercial
networks. However, the issues regarding infrastructures and
radio resources sharing are still open. In particular, possible
architectural solutions have to cope with several challenges:
• Network deployment - It is straightforward to under-
stand that the best solution for PS users is a PS-dedicated
network infrastructure. This has several advantages in
terms of network optimization, management and secu-
rity. However, long deployment times and the need of
huge investments represent critical drawbacks of this
solution. On the other end, providing PS services over an
already deployed commercial network is a cost-efficient
and quick solution, but this would make all the sensitive
network features not directly controlled by PS network
operators, with the risk of loosing critical PS constraints.
Hence, a suitable trade-off seems to be resorting to
hybrid solutions, based on a partial infrastructure
sharing, thus having a significant reduction of costs with
the fulfillig of all PS requirements. Moreover, hybrid
solutions could allow higher flexibility in terms of spec-
trum usage, service management, radio access policies,
and territory coverage [20].

• Network congestion - In case of an emergency,
networks activity increases causing traffic congestion.
This is particularly critical when PS network shares
infrastructures and radio resources with commercial
network: PS communications competewith general pub-
lic communications with unpredictable effects on high-
priority emergency services. Hence, it is of paramount
importance to find solutions that prevent as much as
possible network congestion, and are able to guaran-
tee critical communications when network congestion
occurs.

• Network coverage: ubiquitous connection and high
throughput - Differently from commercial operators
that are mainly interested in offering services in high
revenue regions (accepting the presence of uncovered
areas), PS operators needs a base of granted services
always available without the risk of jeopardized cover-
age. However, LTE provides less coverage area when
compared to current PS systems with consequent low
data rate and dropped communications at the cell-edge.
This requires higher cell density and, hence, higher
deployment costs. Consequently, coverage holesmust be
suitably managed using smart solutions.

• Network resilience - PS networks must be character-
ized by high reliability and resilience, also allowing
communications in disaster or critical situations
(e.g., earthquake, flooding, loss of power supply) when
commercial networks are often seriously damaged or out
of order, since in general these are not suitably designed
according to the principle of redundancy typical of PS
networks.

• Radio resources - Efficient PS broadband communi-
cations require sufficient radio resources to satisfy all
the requested services. In particular, resources should
be sized to meet the traffic peak when an emergency
occurs, thus to avoid service unavailability. However,
this approach is inefficient because leads to the waste
of precious resources during routine activities (traffic
pattern in PS networks significantly changes during rou-
tine or emergency activities), and it is often unfeasible
due to the high costs (governments cannot earn from
commercial licenses).

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
This paper proposes a new PS network architecture that
partially shares resources and infrastructures with commer-
cial networks and allows to efficiently cope with the main
challenges listed before. The aim of our proposal is that of
designing a network that is resilient, efficient, flexible and
able to overcome the commercial network limits by using
HetNet concept.

A. HETNETS
HetNets represent a new networking paradigm introduced
to boost capacity and coverage moving the transmitter and
the receiver closer together. The basic idea is to increase
cells density creating multiple access layers made of macro-
cells overlaid with small cells, such as microcell, picocell,
femtocell and relay nodes, which are low-power and low-
cost access nodes that can be deployed anywhere. This allows
the system to provide high data rates, offload excess traf-
fic from the macrocell and provide dedicated capacities to
homes, enterprises, urban hot-spots or, as in our case, to PS
applications and services.

B. PROPOSED INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING
The full-IP nature of LTE networks benefits and eases the suc-
cess of shared network architectures. In particular, 3GPP [21]
has defined two different network sharing configurations:
(i) the Multi-Operator Core Network (MOCN) in which only
the Radio Access Network (RAN) is shared, and (ii) the
Gateway Core Network (GWCN) where also the mobility
management entity (MME) and serving gateway (S-GW)
are shared. For our purposes, MME represents one of the
most critical entities for the control of the network, since it
manages the UEs authentication and authorization. The lack
of control over these activities is considered a strong limit
for PS networks. As a consequence, we base our proposed
architecture on MOCN configuration.
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TABLE 1. Types of cells of the proposed HetNet architecture.

PS and commercial operators have two different evolved
packet cores (EPCs,) and autonomously provide specific ser-
vices and management policies to their UEs. The two EPCs
are connected with a shared RAN, and hence with shared
BSs (S-BSs), by using separate S1 interfaces thus enabling
customization. Moreover, the RAN is enriched with small
cells dedicated to PS UEs (dedicated BS, D-BS) according
to the concept of HetNets. This allows to achieve a disaster-
resilient and highly-available network architecture. Indeed,
PS operator exploits the national-wide RAN deployed by the
commercial operator on the basis of suitable service level
agreements (SLAs), and increases access points density in
some critical areas adding BSs whose access is reserved to PS
users, that means PS operators do not have to compete with
commercial UEs for BS resources in D-BS. In particular, two
different types of D-BSs are foreseen:
• Fixed small cells micro, pico and femto cells can
be placed by PS operator in strategic/critical locations
where PS system requires additional communication
capacity and a total control of the network access.
For example, this is the case of critical infrastruc-
tures or areas where due to the low density of the
population the commercial operator is not interested in
providing full coverage. Moreover, pico and femto cells
can be used in critical areas to improve indoor coverage.
These cells are usually characterized by a wired
(i.e., high capacity) backhaul links and are placed fol-
lowing suitable planning strategies.

• Deployable small cells micro, pico and femto cells
that are temporarily deployed to avoid malfunctions and
outages in temporally congested area or where it is
expected an occasional event (e.g. public event, mass of
people) or where terrestrial coverage becomes unavail-
able due to natural or man-made disasters. Deployable
small cells can be vehicles, cells on light trucks and
cells on wheels. Cells on vehicles can be immediately
available for a prompt response also to very short emer-
gency duration. However, power consumption is limited
by the vehicle battery, and hence, coverage is limited
to a femto/pico cell. Conversely, cells on trucks or on
wheels allow higher coverage because these are usually
equipped with power suppliers, but deployment time
increases. In all cases, backhaul connectivity should be
wireless via dedicated links or via the closest BSs.

The HetNet layers are illustrated in Fig.1, and Table 1 reports
the main characteristics of the considered BSs.

FIGURE 1. HetNet layers.

The proposed architecture is sketched in Fig.2. PS-EPC
has two connections with both shared-RAN and dedicated-
RAN while commercial EPC is connected only with shared-
RAN because D-BSs do not support commercial UEs. The
shared-RAN is able to steer the traffic toward the correct EPC
using a slice ID.1 BSs are interconnected through backhaul
signaling links using standard LTEX2 interface, that supports
a direct control and data information exchange. In particular,
control data allows coordination among BSs in order to
limit or avoid interference among different network layers,
and to manage shared resources. Toward this goal, we assume
a centralized RANmanagement placed in the S-BS that has in
charge the coordination among different network layers (i.e.,
among S-BS and D-BSs in its coverage area) for resources
use, and that manages the resources in the shared-RAN.
Coordination between different layers is in charge of the
Layer ResourceManager (LRM), while to manage the shared
RAN we introduce network slicing and resource virtual-
ization that are envisaged as promising and efficient solu-
tions [22]. In particular, we consider two slices: Commercial
and PS (C-Slice and PS-Slice). This means that each S-BS
has two slice resource managers (SRMs) that schedule their
UEs over virtual resources. Then a resource manager (RM)
maps the virtual resources in physical resources. This archi-
tecture recalls basic LTE architecture with the addition of
three elements LRM, SRM and PRM that creates a three-
tier resource scheduler. These elements are described in what
follows by introducing examples of scheduling algorithms
that could be used in different tiers. However, it is important
to stress that the proposed architecture can support different
scheduling policies without modifications.

1This ID could be encoded in the UE SIM.
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FIGURE 2. Network architecture.

C. PROPOSED THREE-TIER RESOURCE SCHEDULER
The proposed architecture pursues the sharing of both RAN
infrastructure and radio resources between commercial and
PS operators.

In particular, radio resources are managed by using a three-
tier scheduler, that exploits different levels of resources’
granularity. In particular, to be compliant with LTE stan-
dard, we assume that the available resources are organized
in frames divided in N subframes, each one composed of n
physical resources blocks (PRBs).2 The scheduler tiers work
as follows
• Tier 1 - is represented by the LRM that assigns radio
resources to different HetNet layers (Fig.1) in order to
avoid or limit the inter-layer interference while max-
imizing a target network utility. This tier works at
subframe’s level. It requires BSs coordination and is
periodically performed in the central RAN manager.
However, the signaling exchange is limited to the UEs’
resource requests and channel quality measurements,

2A PRB is the smallest resource unit that can be allocated.

moreover, it can be executed only when significant traf-
fic changes occur in the cells. The LRM optimization
procedure is performed with a frequency that is set
depending on the scenario, and can be also event-driven.

• Tier 2 - is represented by SRMs that schedule their UEs
on virtual resource blocks (VRBs) following their own
allocation policies without taking into consideration the
other RAN slice; this tier is present only in S-BSs and
not in D-BSs.

• Tier 3 - is represented by RM that maps VRBs com-
ing from SRMs into PRBs. Indeed, the total number
of VRBs allocated by SRMs can exceed the number
of available PRBs, hence these must be accommodate
taking into account the policy indicated by the slice
coordinator. This policy expresses the percentage of
resources to be allocated to each slice, hence the size
of the network slices. It changes with the traffic and
the context and has to take into account SLAs between
operators. In D-BSs RM works as a classical sched-
uler (i.e., no RAN slicing is present), hence our attention
is devoted to S-BS in what follows. In Tier 3 as well
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as in Tier 2, resource allocation algorithms run every
scheduling interval.

The resource scheduling performed by SRMs and RMs is
preferred to a single joint scheduler (only one step without
RAN slicing and resource virtualization), because the latter
is very complex requiring multi-dimensional scheduling to
satisfy different requirements for each slice. Differently, our
approach allows more flexibility and scalability, moreover,
lets each slice to adopt its own scheduling policy allowing
higher customization for the operators.

As stated before, in D-BS the RM works as a classical
scheduler allocating its UEs in the subframes indicated by
the LRM. However, if during a disaster the shared-RAN is
completely destroyed, D-BS can be configured for working
in stand-alone mode (for example if the LRM fails in sending
inputs for a given period). In stand-alone mode the D-BS
uses all the subframes within a frame. Moreover, we assume
that PS operator has permanently allocated a limited portion
of spectrum to fulfill communications without competition
with commercial ones. These resources can be used for pro-
viding at least basic narrowband critical services and/or for
guaranteeing interference-free communications to the D-BS
when coordination among cells is limited or unavailable
(i.e., for example deployable small cells with limited back-
haul capacity). Obviously, these dedicated resources are not
managed by the shared RAN.

D. THREE-TIER SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In order to give the proof of concept of our proposed architec-
ture, in this section we introduce some scheduling algorithms
suitable for use in each tier. We would like to stress that
our goal here is only limited to highligth the effectiveness,
efficiency and flexibility of the proposed network architec-
ture, rather than the proposal of the scheduling algorithms.
Indeed, the proposed architecture is general and, hence, able
to support different scheduling algorithms designed in order
to satisfy specific needs, SLAs, types of services and imple-
mentation complexity constraints.

1) TIER 1 - LAYER RESOURCE MANAGER
LRM must suitably divide the resources between S-BS and
D-BS, hence we consider here an approach to balance the
needs of different cells based on an adaptive time division
of the resources [8]. The basic idea is to assign to each BS
(S-BS and D-BS) the exclusive use of some subframes for
communicating with the UEs that would be highly affected
by the interference generated by the other BS. In addition,
other subframes are used simultaneously by both BSs for
communicating with UEs that are in good positions and do
not suffer of a high interference.3 This increases the resource
reuse exploiting the concept of enhanced InterCell Interfer-
ence Coordination (eICIC) [23]. Hence, subframes within a
frame are divided in three sets:

3We consider that the UEs are already associated to one of the two BSs.

FIGURE 3. Subframes’ assignment.

• Sd,D - dedicated subframes where only D-BS can trans-
mit data (|Sd,D| = Sd,D);

• in Sd,S - dedicated subframes where only S-BS can
transmit data (|Sd,S | = Sd,S );

• in SC - common subframes where both BSs can commu-
nicate simultaneously (|SC | = SC ).

As a consequence, we have N = Sd,D + Sd,S + SC .
Fig. 3 shows the subframes’ assignment policy.
Each BS forwards to the LRM the UEs data rate requests,

the type of service and the channel quality measure-
ments (with and without interference of the other BS). Based
on this information, the LRM is able to calculate the amount
of resources requested by each UE both in common and
dedicated subframes (i.e., in common subframes the signal-
to-noise plus interference ratio -SINR- is lower due to inter-
ference, hence, also transmission data rate is lower thus
requiring a higher number of PRBs to reach the desired
capacity). We indicate with RSi (SC ) and R

S
i (Sd,S ) the number

of PRBs requested by the i-th UE of S-BS in common and
dedicated subframes, respectively. In particular, we have

RSi (S
C ) = d

Qi
Blog2(1+ Gi(SC )

e

RSi (S
d,S ) = d

Qi
Blog2(1+ Gi(Sd,S )

e (1)

where B is the bandwidth of a PRB,Qi is the capacity amount
requested by the i-th UE associated to the S-BS, Gi(SC )
and Gi(Sd,S ) represent the averaged SINR in common and
dedicated subframes, respectively. The average SINR value
takes into account all the link budget parameters, as trans-
mitting power, transmitting and receiving antenna gains and
propagation loss. Similar expressions can be defined for
the UEs associated to the D-BS, where we have RDi (SC )
and RDi (Sd,D).
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The LRM derives the values of Sd,D, Sd,S , and SC in order
to minimize the total amount of unsatisfied requests (UR),
that is: a UE receives a number of PRBs lower than those
needed to reach the requested capacity. In particular, the
i-th UE has an amount of UR given by

URi = Qi − Pi (2)

where Pi is the actual data rate assigned to the i-th UE that
depends on the number of PRBs assigned to this UE and its
SINR value.

Actually, the URs of the two BSs are suitably weighted
to give higher relevance to one of the two BSs depending
on the scenario. For example, in case of emergency, D-BS
can receive higher priority. Hence, the frame partitioning is
derived as

min
SC ,Sd,S ,Sd,D

(1− α)
KS∑
i=1

URi + α
KD∑
j=1

URj (3)

where KD and K S represent the number of UEs associated to
the D-BS and to the S-BS, respectively and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is
the priority weight. This weight represents the sharing policy
between the two operators and depends on both the scenario
and SLAs. The value of α could be fixed (for example α = 1
gives always the highest priority to the PS system) or suitably
adapted to the scenario evolution, however how it is managed
is out of the scope of the paper.

The proposed algorithm is iterative. The initial state is
SC = N and Sd,S = Sd,D = 0. Then, at each iteration the
LRM evaluates the amount of weighted URs (wURs) of the
two BSs and:
• if the wURs of S-BS is higher than that of D-BS, Sd,S is
incremented by one while SC is decremented by one;

• if the wURs of D-BS is higher than that of S-BS, Sd,D is
incremented by one while SC is decremented by one.

Iterations are repeated until SC = 0. This corresponds to
N iterations, and to N different subframes configurations.
The LRM selects the one that minimizes the total amount of
wURs. This means that the LRM algorithm always starts and
ends in fixed subframe configurations, while the other N − 2
configurations are dynamically determined by the algorithm
depending on traffic load of the two cells. The output of the
algorithm is not the final configuration but the configuration
that achieves the lowest amount of wURs.

In order to derive the value of the wURs, UEs are divided in
two groups: the first is allocated in dedicated subframes while
the second in common subframes. For each UE is calculated
the relative increment of the number of PRBs requested if
allocated in common subframes instead of in dedicated sub-
frames (i.e., I =

R�i (SC )−R�i (Sd,�)
R�i (SC ) where � = S,C depending

the cells to which the UE belongs to), and then UEs are
listed in descending order. The first X� UEs belonging to
�-BS are allocated in dedicated subframes (SS(d,�)), while
the remaining are allocated in common subframes (SC ). The
value X� is calculated so that the amount of total URs is
almost the same in both portions of the frame.

We want to underline that LRM does not distinguish
between commercial and PS UEs, but only between UEs
associated with D-BS and S-BS.

The output of the LRM provided to the other scheduler
tiers (in particular to the slice coordinator and SRMs) is
represented by the frame repartition (Sd,S , SC , Sd,D), and the
indication if the UE must be allocated in a common or dedi-
cated subframe.4

The proposed LMR algorithm is presented for a scenario
with one D-BS and one S-BS. However, in the case of more
than one S-BS in the coverage area of the macrocell the
algorithm still works. The subframes are always divided in
the three sets: a common subframe division for multiple
small cells is used. Therefore, all small cells simultaneously
communicate on the same Sd,D subframes.5 What changes
is the LMR input, indeed the subframes division should be
evaluated for example by taking into account the small cell
with the highest traffic load or a traffic load averaged on all
the small cells.

2) TIER 2 - SLICE RESOURCE MANAGER
Within S-BS, UEs belong to two slices (Commercial and PS)
and are independently allocated in the virtual resources by the
two SRMs. In particular, in each SRM the number of available
VRBs is equal to the total amount of RBs available at the
S-BS (Sd,S ·n+SC ·n). That is, each SRMmay schedule the
UEs belonging to its class running up all the S-BS resources.
However, when the VRBs are mapped in PRBs (in RM),
physical limits will be taken into account. SRM can use
any scheduling algorithm (such as Proportional Fair, Round-
Robin, Priority-Based, Delay-Based), and each SRM may
use a different scheduling policy. We have considered here
a Proportional Fair (PF) approach for both SRMs, but this
is only an example to show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed architecture. In particular, PS-SRM first allocates all
UEs that request a high-priority (critical) service, while the
remaining UEs are allocated following the PF approach. Each
UE receives an amount of VRBs that is proportional to
its requested capacity. Similarly, C-SRM schedules its UEs
with a PF approach. We assume here two different classes
of service for PS UEs and only one for commercial UEs.
Both SRMs communicate to the RM the amount of VRBs
allocated to each UEwith some attributes. In our example the
attributes are the priority of the UE and the type of subframe
(dedicated or common).

3) TIER 3 - RESOURCE MANAGER
RM receives as inputs the virtual resource allocations per-
formed by the two SRMs and the sharing policy indicated by
the slice coordinator. We assume that the slicing coordinator
provides to the RM a weight (0) that is used to balance the
PRBs assignment. Hnce, 0 ∈ [0, 2] is a system parameter

4With the relative modulation and coding scheme.
5The low power and coverage of the small cells limits the intra-layer

interference.
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FIGURE 4. Messages exchange and functions of three-tier scheduler.

that takes into account SLAs between the two operators and
also the context. For example, in case of emergency the access
priority of the PS UEs must be increased. The RM algorithm
runs independently on how the value of 0 is derived.
The RM first maps all VRBs requested by high-priority

UEs in PRBs belonging to the subframes indicated by the
upper tiers, then maps the VRBs of the remaining UEs using
a proportional approach (i.e., the number of PRBs are calcu-
lated proportionally to0). In particular, if0 = 2 all the VRBs
of PS-UEs are first mapped in PRBs and the remaining are
used for commercial UEs. Viceversa if 0 = 0.
The three-tier scheduling messages exchange is pictured

in Fig. 4.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section the performance of the three-tier scheduler is
analysed in order to give a proof of concept of the proposed
architecture.

Numerical results have been derived by means MATLAB
simulations, in a scenario with one S-BS and one D-BS,
whose equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is 41dB
and 20dB, respectively. UEs and D-BS are randomly dis-
tributed in the D-BS coverage area. To make final results
independent from one particular distribution of the UEs and
D-BS, multiple trials have been performed and averaged.

We consider three different scenarios in accordance
with [24]: (i) normal (N), (ii) peak (P), (iii) emergency (E).
The normal case refers to routine work, while the peak traffic
case can temporary happen with an increment of about 30%
of average traffic. Emergency case occurs when one or more
critical events happen, new services are activated, while
others are less used, but in general both the number of
PS operators and needed resources per user grow. Tab.2
reports the traffic characteristics considered in the simu-
lations derived from [24]. Moreover, we have considered
a variable number of commercial users (C-UEs) in the
range [50, 200], a total bandwidth of 10 MHz, and a number
of subframes per frame N = 10. The total frame duration is
assumed equal to 10ms. For what concerns the path-loss the
Hata-Cost 231 model is considered.

TABLE 2. PS data traffic: critical, real-time, no real-time (NRT).

First of all, we show the performance of LRM. Fig.5 repre-
sents the total wURs normalized to the total resource requests
for multiple scenarios and values of α varying the number of
C-UEs whose traffic is classified as:
• 65% of the UEs 16 kbps;
• 25% of the UEs 160 kbps;
• 10% of the UEs 500 kbps.

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme (indicated as Prop in the figures) we introduce
three different benchmark approaches. The optimal solution
of (3) achieved by an Exhaustive Search (ES) is reported
in order to show the accuracy of the proposed heuristic.
Moreover, we have considered the fixed partitioning (FP)
method that foresees an orthogonal and fixed resource
partitioning between D-BS and S-BS without shared sub-
frames (i.e., SC = 0). The number of subframes dedicated to
S-BS and D-BS is calculated proportionally to the α value as:
Sd,D = round(αN ) and Sd,S = N − Sd,D. This comparison
method allows to show the flexibility and the advantages of
resource reuse of our method. Finally, to show the effective-
ness of the proposedHetNet architecture, we consider a single
BS providing service in the overall area. UEs are scheduled
following aPF approach that takes into account both the UE’s
capacity request and its priority (i.e. α).

From Fig. 5 it is evident that the resource sharing flexi-
bility, introduced by the proposed LRM, allows a significant
improvement of the performance in comparison with FP that
is subject to waste of resources (i.e., unused resources by
one of the two system while the other has URs). Moreover,
the introduction of D-BS guarantees a higher capacity in
comparison with a single BS thanks to resources reuse as it
is evident from the comparison with the PF method. If the
traffic load is not particularly high the proposed LRM as well
as PFmethod obtain almost zero URs value, because there are
sufficient resources to accommodate all the UEs’ requests.
But when the number of commercial UEs increases or in
emergency situations the benefits of our method are more
evident.

The results also show that the normalized URs value of the
proposed method is very close to that of the ES, thus vali-
dating the accuracy of the heuristic that allows a significant
reduction of the complexity. Indeed, ES needs to calculate the
wURs for

∑N+1
i=1

(N+1)(N+2)
2 configurations, in comparison

with N of our method.
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FIGURE 5. Total amount of weighted URs. (a) 50 C-UE. (b) 100 C-UE.
(c) 200 C-UE.

In order to highlight the effect of weight α, in Fig. 6
the URs of each BS normalized to the relative total data
rate request, are showed for a peak scenario considering two
values of α when the number of C-UEs in the area changes.
It is evident that under the same traffic load condition, chang-
ing the value of the weight allows to adapt the system to the
specific needs. Indeed, when a PS-related event occurs it can
be useful to increase the value of α so that the percentage
of URs for the PS systems remains very close to zero even in
presence of a high load. Obviously, this results in a worsening
of the commercial network performance.

Finally, we want to show the effectiveness of RAN slicing
and resource virtualization by means a comparison with a

FIGURE 6. Normalized URs of the two BSs for different values of α.

TABLE 3. URs using RAN slicing and virtualization (VIR) or physical
allocation (PHY).

physical resource allocation (without slicing) that divides
the available PRBs in two sets proportionally to 0, one for
PS-UEs and the other for C-UEs. In this way, similarly to
our approach, allocation is separately managed for the two
types of UEs in each portion of resources. However, working
on PRBs instead of VRBs leads inefficiencies and waste of
resources. In Tab. 3 we report the results in terms of nor-
malized URs achieved for a peak scenario, assuming almost
the same number of C-UEs and PS-UEs in the area, for two
different values of 0. We can see that using RAN slicing
and resources virtualization the URs decreases because the
system is more flexible. If it is mandatory to assure no-URs
to the PS system, the value of 0 is set close to 2, and using
virtual allocation it is possible to reduce also the commercial
URs amount with a more efficient resource exploitation.
Conversely, setting an equal priority for the two net-
works (i.e., 0 = 1), with virtual allocation there is a fairer
distribution of URs among the two networks and an overall
reduction of the URs.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new architecture based on Heteroge-
neous Network and Spectrum Sharing paradigms. Dedicated
small cells are deployed where and when needed to complete
the basic commercial shared network in order to satisfy PS
stringent requirements in terms of coverage, capacity and
resilience. This architecture is managed by means a three-
tiers scheduler that (i) allows a suitable resource partitioning
between dedicated and shared base stations, (ii) introduces
RAN-sharing and network virtualization to efficiently man-
age resource allocation in the shared base stations, while
maintaining independent allocation policies for commercial
and public safety users without resorting to very complex
multi-dimensional schedulers.
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